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Product 

 

Reordain, remake, recall 

Render useless any order 

Revise the plan, play god 

Sabotage, bring the fall 

Crush the sick, the weak, the old 

Spew out the new mold 

Subdued to labor 

Subdued to Hell 

Redefine humans 

To a mass of cells 

Reordain, remake, recall 

Render useless any order 

Revise the plan, play god 

Sabotage, bring the fall 

Make it perfect, make it right 

Don’t like the color? Throw it out 

Deny the random, kill the odds 

Spit out the new world 

Crush the sick, the weak, the old 



Puke out the new mold 

Subdued to labor 

Subdued to Hell 

Redefine humans 

To a mass of cells 

Deny the random, kill the odds 

Crush the feeble, the frail, the old 

Puke out the new mold 

Subdued to labor 

Subdued to Hell 

Redefine humans 

To a mass of cells 

 

Abuse the Used   

Fever 

Virus outbreak 

In poverty-stricken population  

Convenient targets marked for trial 

Corrupted politics, easy denial 

In this Third-World country 

Humans used as rats in laboratory 

Murdering you for economy 



Abuse the used 

For chemical progression 

High profits 

Adoration  

Business as usual 

Regulations are bendable 

Exploiting the weak for simulation  

Population: expendable 

Gold fever, speculation 

Ravenous corporation 

Cover-up, brought to trial 

Blackmail, in denial 

Murdered the weak for economy 

Abuse the used 

For clinical progression 

High profits 

Adoration 

Business as usual 

Regulations are bendable 

Exploiting the weak for simulation  

Population: expendable 



 

Wasteland 

 

Architects of pain in a wasteland of sorrow  

There is no tomorrow 

Stand in line to get your next fix 

Buy more stuff while the clock ticks 

Spit out the waste 

Build it not to last 

Throw it in haste 

Life is ruining fast 

Architects of pain in a wasteland of sorrow  

There is no tomorrow 

Fall in line 

Receive your death wish 

Drain the well dry 

Burn the house to dust 

There is no second try 

No recoup from the cost 

Spit out the waste 

Build it not to last 

Throw it in haste 

Life is ruining fast 



Architects of pain in a wasteland of sorrow  

There is no tomorrow 

Bleed the system dry 

Turn all wealth to rust 

There is no second try 

No return from the dust 

Walk the line to get your next fix 

Fall in time to breed your own death 

Bleed the system dry 

Turn all wealth to rust 

There is no second try 

No return from the dust 

Spit out the waste 

Build it not to last 

Throw it in haste 

Life is ruining fast 

Architects of pain in a wasteland of sorrow 

 

Surge of fire 

 

Whispers of doom in the waves of silence 

Weight of the unseen is bending my spine 

Fields of your thoughts 



Burning my brain and scorching my skin  

Wired to motion, unable to breathe 

Shaking and sweating hypersonic feeds 

Surge of fire 

Running through me from 

Your towers of power 

Whispers of doom in the breakthroughs of science 

Mechanical sun is scorching my eyes  

Fields of your thoughts 

Burning my brain and tearing my skin  

Wired to motion, unable to breathe 

Shaking and sweating hypersonic feeds 

Surge of fire 

Running through me from 

Your towers of power 

 

Snakes of Creation 

 

Born in rage, bred through torment 

Heir to the Grand Snake 

Taught to hate, bleed in combat 

Acid in my gut, needles in my brain 



Walk through fire, breathe in the pain 

I am Saint  

Right wing pawn spreads radical views 

Brain-dead weapon of light  

Slithering the slums of every nation 

Watch out for the Snake’s creation 

Right wing pawns feed on radical views 

Lashing out with fiery psalms and a burning cross 

A blaze in a furious sky  

Slithering the House of every nation 

Watch out for the Snake’s creation 

Poisoning the hearts of populations 

Make way for the Snakes of Creation  

Wallow in wealth, feast on the fruit of the Snake 

Shrouded in lies, true beacon of light 

 

 

 

 


